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Southern Illinois University Press, United States, 2000. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English
. Brand New Book. As series editor Narciso G. Menocal points out in his preface to Wright Studies
Volume One: Taliesin 1911-1914, each volume, focusing on a different subject, is envisioned as a
forum for different views and interpretations of Wright s work. In Wright Studies Volume Two:
Fallingwater and Pittsburgh, contributors Kathryn Smith, Neil Levine, and Richard Cleary
concentrate on two themes: Smith focuses on Wright s interest in the imagery of water in
architecture while Levine and Cleary look at Wright s relationship with Edgar Kaufmann, the
department store magnate, and analyze the results--aesthetic and otherwise--of that relationship.
All three deal with Fallingwater, built for Kaufmann in the 1930s, and other projects planned for
Pittsburgh, which included a planetarium, a civic center, a parking garage, and an apartment
house. Smith discusses how Wright refined his integration of bodies of water into his designs over
the course of his career, the most successful of which is Fallingwater. Levine provides historical
background on Fallingwater and analyzes the architectural elements of the design while
emphasizing Fallingwater s temporal dimension. Cleary covers Wright s Pittsburgh projects and
Edgar Kaufmann Sr....
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Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina  Funk-- Ela ina  Funk

Absolutely essential read through book. it was actually writtern quite properly and useful. Its been developed in an remarkably basic way and it is only
following i finished reading through this ebook where really changed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Tor r ey Jer de-- Tor r ey Jer de
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